BLACK CLIP ON EDGE TRIM WITH SIDE BULB

ORDER CODE
ETS 2108

ACTUAL SIZE

METAL INSERT

SPONGE BULB

PANEL THICKNESS 3.0 - 6.0

NOTE:
1. SOLD BY THE METRE OR COIL
2. COIL LENGTH 25 METRES
3. WEIGHT 232 GRAMS PER METRE
4. THIS IS A FLEXIBLE COMPONENT THEREFORE
   OVERALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE

MATERIAL (REFER TO OUR DATA SHEET FOR FULL TECHNICAL DATA)
EPDM 80° SH WITH METAL INSERT + EPDM SPONGE BULB

TOLERANCE
TO BS 3734 CLASS E3
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This information and our technical advice, whether verbal, in writing or by way of trials, is given in good faith but without warranty. This also applies where proprietary rights are involved. Our advice does not release you from the obligations to check its validity and to test our products as to their suitability for the intended use. The storage, application and use of our products are beyond our control and, therefore, entirely your own responsibility. Our products are sold in accordance with our General Conditions of Sale. The information contained within this drawing is subject to change without notice.